
Icon Redesign





The Issues

Biggest problem is inconsistency. There are
at least six to ten different colors being used.
Different weights too, certain circle thickness
is more than other circle thickness.

Some of these are borrowed. 

So, one at a time, I took these ten icons
and selected new symbols and uni�ed it as 
a single system. I’ve presented it here in
black and white so that it can be understood
�rst as a system, then later we can add
‘treatment’.. ie texture, shadow, color, etc.
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Silence or Mute

I opted to use the microphone as a symbol
for noise rather than airplane mode, using
also the ubiquitous ‘cancel’ slash.

Some level of depth has been added. I’m
not entirely sold on it yet, but as this was
�rst, it suffered the most detail and the
least con�dence.
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Procrastinate or Wagtap or Push Forward in Time

The arrow pushes the item to the right
implying forward in time. I think this helps
clarify the more dif�cult to explain ‘pushing
a clock hand forward’



Now or Bump or Push To Next

The arrow pushes the item to the top of the 
list.



More Options

I’ve lined the list up rather than having bars 
of various lengths. I think this icon could be
developed further as this could also symbolize
‘see all items’.



Calendar

I didn’t add a new Calendar icon as I didn’t
see it used anywhere. I think there are 
alternatives to using the calendar button at all. 



Delete Item

I simply bulked up the x, using several
shapes from the arrows to form it.



Complete

Similar story here.

I did have an idea for possible expansion
on this idea—that it feels very good to cross
something off a list. Allowing a user to take
their �nger and cross it off the list on their 
phone might be a unique feature that uses
the phones capabilities more than just
button mashing. 



The Issues

This was quite underbalanced, the �rst arrow
so I boosted the weight and again used shapes
from existing icons to form the arrow.



Map or Directions

Since so much has already been arrows and
directional signs, I used the ‘pin’ to indicate
that if you hit this button, we’ll show you
your location on a map.



Add

The plus sign was too thick as it was so
I dropped its weight down.
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One alternative treatment, since you said you 
don’t like ‘�at design’, is to give the button
a certain light texturing and lighting
so that it pops off the page a bit. 




